Abstract. We demonstrate a fiber-based probe for maximum collection of the Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) signal in biological tissues. We discuss the design challenges including capturing the back-scattered forward generated CARS signal in the sample and the effects of fiber nonlinearities on the propagating pulses. Three different biological tissues were imaged in vitro in order to assess the performance of our fiberdelivered probe for CARS imaging, a tool which we consider an important advance towards label-free, in vivo probing of superficial tissues.
Introduction
Making new optical technologies available to patients requires the translation of concepts developed in the laboratory to compact devices suitable for use in clinical settings. Recent advances in this direction include development of fiber-based compact probes which are being used successfully in optical imaging techniques based on optical coherence tomography 1 , two-photon fluorescence (TPEF) and second harmonic generation (SHG) 2, 3 . Among the optical imaging methods currently used, the development of coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) remains at a level much closer to the laboratory bench than to the clinic. Integrating CARS with fiber delivered probes would open the way for label-free, in vivo probing of superficial tissues.
The challenges for developing a CARS probe include efficient collection of the backward scattered signal generated in the sample into the fiber for detection and the effects of fiber nonlinearities on the propagation pulses. We investigated self-phase modulation, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and four-wave-mixing (FWM) generation in the fiber: nonlinear processes expected to occur in a two-beam excitation based probe.
In previous works, single mode fibers have been successfully used in initial designs of CARS fiber probes. 4 Compared to single mode fibers (SMF), the use of photonic crystal fibers (PCF) is more attractive because they can be optimized for the delivery of both picosecond and femtosecond pulse trains. PCFs are thus an excellent design choice for the development of fiber-based multimodal CARS microscopy, which incorporates TPEF and SHG modalities that often necessitate the higher pulse energy of femtosecond pulses.
PCFs have been used for delivering picosecond pump and Stokes pulses to the sample 5 , but successful detection of CARS signals through a PCF has yet to be demonstrated.
In this work, we advance the development of a CARS fiber probe by carefully optimizing the pulse delivery and the signal collection efficiencies of the fiber.
Experimental design and results
To optimize the design of the fiber delivered probe, we first tested three different single mode fibers in terms of laser pulse delivery: a single mode fused silica (SMF, 40 cm long, 4.8 µm core diameter), a double-clad photonic crystal fiber (DCPCF, 80 cm long, 16 µm core diameter) and a large mode area photonic crystal fiber (LMA PCF, 50 cm long, 20 µm core diameter).
Femtosecond pulses from a tunable Ti:Sapphire oscillator were used for the pump beam in the CARS process. The Stokes beam was derived from a 1064 nm picosecond laser source. The two laser sources were synchronized using an active feedback scheme. For the experiments presented in this work, the femtosecond source was tuned to 817 nm, corresponding to a wavenumber of 12240 cm -1 , resulting in a 2842 cm -1 shift between the pump and Stokes pulses, which matches the Raman shift of the CH 2 stretch in lipids.
Pulse delivery without significant spectral and/or temporal broadening is an important criterion for selecting a delivery fiber. Although it has been shown that pulse broadening effects are minimum in standard silica SMFs with lengths of less than 1m for picosecond pump and probe pulses with energies of a few nJ 4 , such fibers do not support femtosecond pulse trains with pulse energies relevant to CARS microscopy. To avoid spectral broadening effects, PCFs have been used as the primary excitation delivery fibers in multiphoton microscopy. 6, 7 We observed limited spectral broadening of the femtosecond and picosecond pulses in both large mode area and double-clad PCFs of length less than 1 m. While the spectral broadening was not a concern for the individual pump and Stokes pulses in the PCF fibers, an important finding in this work was that for all the fibers tested, a strong fourwave-mixing (FWM) contribution at the anti-Stokes frequency was generated in the delivery fiber under typical CARS excitation conditions. The spectral content of the antiStokes shifted radiation is shown in Figure 1 . This fiber-generated FWM component forms a large background that overwhelms the signal generated in the sample, and severely complicates the interpretation of the image unless removed. Spectrally-resolved anti-Stokes four-wave-mixing signal measured at the output of (a) the LMA20 fiber (FWHM=7.9 nm) output and (b) the silica SMF (FWHM=8.6 nm).
The isolated anti-Stokes component shows a well-defined spectral profile that corresponds to the spectral convolution of the pump and Stokes pulse spectra. Because no additional broadening of this shifted component is observed, we conclude that this contribution is generated directly through a nonlinear mixing process between the pump and the Stokes pulses, and thus independent of the SPM mechanism. Importantly, we observed an identical anti-Stokes component in the case of the silica SMF, confirming that the anti-Stokes shifted this component is not the result of accidental phase-matching in the PCF fiber. We verified that the intensity of the anti-Stokes component scales quadratically with the pump light and linearly with the Stokes radiation, confirming that this shifted contribution is the result of a four-wave-mixing process.
The presence of intrinsic anti-Stokes generation in the fiber necessitated spectral filtering of the excitation light before focusing it into the sample. We employ a simple scheme for removing the FWM signal contribution. Given the observed fiber nonlineartities, an LMA PCF was chosen due to its favorable dispersion properties relative to a standard single mode optical fiber. A separate fiber for collection of the signal was implemented. Therefore, the probe design incorporates a delivery fiber, a dichroic mirror for filtering out the anti-Stokes signal generated in the fiber, scanning optics, an objective lens and a separate multi-mode fiber for efficient signal collection. The experimental set-up is described in Figure 2 . To evaluate the performance of our fiber-delivered probe for CARS imaging, we imaged three different biological tissues ex vivo. We chose to take images of skin and eyelid, superficial tissues that would be easy to access in future in-vivo imaging. Therefore, we imaged adipocytes in freshly excised samples of mouse ear (CD1/C57 black wild type mice - Fig. 3a ) and rabbit skin (Pathogen-free New Zealand White rabbits Oregon Rabbit Supply - Fig. 3b ). In addition, the lipid content in the Meibomian gland of a 2-month old mouse was examined (Fig. 3c) . The contrast observed is comparable to the contrast seen in CARS images obtained through free-space detection of the back-scattered light. 8 This suggests that the detected signal includes the back-scattered, forward generated CARS radiation, and that the contrast is not dominated by aperture effects at the detection fiber. In addition, the contrast is not affected by spurious anti-Stokes components from the delivery fiber, resulting in images that originate solely from CARS generation in the tissue.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a fiber-delivered probe suitable for CARS imaging of thick tissues. Our design is based on two advances. First, we identified that a major problem in CARS probe design is the presence of a very strong anti-Stokes component in silica delivery fibers generated through a FWM process. Without proper spectral filtering, this component may affect the CARS image from the tissue sample. Our scheme efficiently suppresses this spurious anti-Stokes component through the use of a separate fiber for excitation delivery and for signal detection, which allows the incorporation of dichroic optics for anti-Stokes rejection. Second, we optimized the detection of backscattered CARS radiation from the sample by using a large core multimode fiber in the detection channel. This scheme produces high quality CARS images free of detector aperture effects. We expect that further miniaturization of this fiber-delivered probe will result in a handheld probe for clinical CARS imaging.
